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ABSTRACT 

Overall characteristic of hydrogeological conditions of small 
and shallow brown coal deposition, suitable for small scale mi
ning (for local needs only) is presented in this paper. Litholo
gy of water-bearing strata and of the depth of strata as well as 
ground water level in the deposits area are analysed. 

The term "small brown coal deposits" has been introduced in 
consequence of the recent investigation concerning the possibi
lity of utilisation of the energy resources that so far have no~ 
been of the power engineering industry. Such resources, consti
tuting a rather significant part of overall national resources, 
occur as numerous shallow deposits and are not extending over gre
at areas •. As "small" brown coal deposits we mean the deposits do
wn to 20 m deep under the ground level with the maximal depth of 
strata to the depth of coal ratio not higher than 4:1, the ove
rall resources of which are lower than the lower limit for indus, 
trial deposits, i.e. than 50 mln MG. Most of small deposits of 
brown coal amount to from several to a dozen or so mln MG. These 
deposits are subject to shallow mining, performed by local means 
and serve as a source of energy for local needs only. 

Small brown coal deposits occur in boundary regions of coal
bearing Tertiary formations or in the areas of shallow depoci-
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tion depending on local uphevals due to older foundation ( Fig.1). 
Hydrogeological analysis of small brown coal deposits was per

formed for the deposits in the regions of Opole, Konin, Radom, 
Bydgoszcz, Olsztyn and Przymorze (more than 30 deposita altoget
her). Glacitectonically dilluted strata in the parallel band in 
western Poland (from Lublin- Zgorzelec line in the South to My
l!lib6rz - Dobiegniew line in the north) are treated as a separa
te group of deposits, hydrogeological conditions of that group 
being different (Fig.· 1). Hydrogeological conditions play an im-

Fig.1. Distribution of shallow brown coal deposits. 
1 - Tertiary formation boundary region, 
2 - Shallow brown coal deposits area 
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portant rol~ in the further coal-mining of small deposits, since 

theY are decisive for the intensity of water inflow to the plan
ned strip pits. Thus they will determine the accessibility of the 
deposits and the mining conditions as well as its worthwileness. 

Water-bearing formation occurence in geological structure 
of particular strata and the form of its existance vary even wit
hin the same deposit. ~us they are characteristic of particular 
deposit being connected with the course of the local sedimenta
tion and erosion proceses in Tertiary and Quartenary strata. 

Water-bearing formations occur as regular, lenticular or iso
lated tabular strata. They may be located on the levels of va
rious depth above the deposit in Quartenary overlay ( water-bea
ring levels of the overlay), in Tertiary formations (the levels 
above the deposit) as well as under the deposit in v~rtical pro
tile. of the deposit (Fig. 2 ). 

There are no water-bearing levels in the vicinity of some de
posits ( J!'ig. 3). 

The lithology of the strata near the deposit (i.e., occurring 
in the deposit overlay and its nearest neighbourhood) plays the 
main role in formation of hydrogeological conditions. It is a de
cisive factor of water-bearing capacity.of the strata, i.e. of 
their ability to accumulate and conduct water as well as of the
ir filtration capacity, i.e. the quality of being water-permea
ble and easily filtrated off.· 

Loose and cohesive formations participate in geological stru
cture of small brown coal deposits while water-bearing solid 
~ocks exist in the deeper strata of coal-bearing formation foun
dation (!ig. 2 and 4). _ 

Permeable and often wa~er-bearing sands of various grain size 
distribution as well as impermeable and semipermeable boulder 
clays prevail in Quatelhary overlay (Fig. 2, 4 and 5). 

Water-bearing gravels (Fig. 4), dusts and poorly permeable si
lts and impermeable clays are found in the formations in s~~ller 

amounts. 
Filtration coefficient for Quartenary formations varies sig

nificantly and ranges from 5•10-7 m/s in'some dust sands to 10-7 
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Fig. 2. Hydrogeological profile of the Drzewce.deposit. 
Water-bearing formations : 1 - sands and gravels, 2 - dusts, 
older strata of foundation ; 
Impermeable formations : 4 - boulder clays, 5 - clays, 6 -
coal, 7 - drilled water level, 8 - stabilized water level, 
drilled water level of unknown stabilization level, 10 -
holes. 
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for gravels and averages to 10-1m/a. The value of that coeffi
cient for Tertiary sands (which are very often dust sands) ave
rages to 10-5m/s. (Nal~cki, Wilk, 83. 85). The thicknesses of wa
ter-bearing beds around small brown coal deposits are also small, 
mainly due to not a very deep strata deposition. They usually ra
nge from less than 1 meter within the overlay formations up to 
several meters (Fig. 5, 6) and are not thicker than a dozen or 
so (it is so for both : Quaternary and Tertiary formations). Mo-
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Fig. 3 • Hydrogeological profile of the Polska Nowa Wies deposi.t 
segment 
Legends as for Fig. 2. 

reover, they may differ significantly from each other within the 
same deposit (Fig. 2 and 4). 

Within Tertiary coal-bearing series poorly permeable dust s~
nds and dusts as well as impermeable sitls and clays can be fco
und (Fig. 2 and 6). 

Ground water stabilisation levels in small brown coal iepo
sits range from less than 1 meter in the areas of river valleys 
mostly to several meters (Fig. 2 and 3) and sometimes to a dozen 
or so under the ground level. The deepest (up to several dozens 
meters) ground water levels were found in some glacitectonically 
dilluted strata (Fig. 6). 

The main reason of this is due to significant hypsometric di
fferences between the hill tops formed by glaci tectonic coal ·.;.pte
vale and the river valleys and water reservoirs around the i1ills, 

being a basis for natural drainage. 
Water-bearing strata under deposits ·in the nearest vicinity 

of the coal bed may play an important role in formation of hyd
rogeological conditions around small brown coa:! deposit<: F:.g. 
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Fig. 4. Hydrogeological profile of the Sloncz-Czarze deposit.Le
gends as fer Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 5. Hydrogeological profile of eastern part of the Wola Owa
dowska deposit segment. 
Legends as for Fig. 2 
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and s). They are mainly of pressure character and the pressures 
of water accumulated in them are sometimes significantly high 
and may be a cause of water and quicksand hazards to open pit 
through its bottom. The levels under deposit, remaining in byd
raulic contact with water-bearing and sometimes very rich in co
al level of older formation are especially hazardous (Fig. 2 ). 
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Fig. 6. Hydrogeological profile of a saddle in the west of the 
Sieniawa deposit. 
Legends as for Fig. 2. 

Water-bearing levels are supplied with water infiltrating from 
the rainfalls and surface waters, which is leading to the dyna
mic resources renovation and water pressure stabilisation in the 
level (Fig. 2, 4 and 5). The levels under the deposit may be al-
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so supplied by in.filtration (in the beC. ou;;cropsJ and sometimes 
by ascending water form the lower wate:!:'-bearing strata (Fig. 2/, 

As we can see from the analysis presentee., byd:!:'ogeological co
nditions of small brown coal deposits occurence vary significan
tly sometimes even within the deposit given. Thus the hydrogeo"' 
logical conditions of small brown coal deposition are characte
ristic of the deposit and should be taken into account as a spe
cific factor in the planned mining of the deposits, especially 
as the continuous drainage of the mined headings will be needed. 
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